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Abstract—Artificial intelligence (AI) is enabling the automated
analysis of large amounts of image/video data, boosting the speed
of multimedia data processing remarkably. Meanwhile, Image
Quality Assessment (IQA) plays an important role in developing
automatic analysis methods. To ensure the effectiveness of AI,
images in multimedia applications should be considered for
visual examination by both human and machine. Therefore, it
is significant to understand the differences between human’s
and AI’s perception of semantic distortion. However, little work
has been done due to the lack of data from human on the
semantic level. In this paper, we first propose a semantic database
(SID) based on the surveillance scenarios, by collecting subjective
average recognition rates of 3 semantic targets (face, pedestrian,
license plate) with 3 types of distortion (JPEG Compression,
BPG Compression, Motion Blur). Then, we present a detailed
analysis of how human and AI perceive semantic distortion
differently. Experimental results show that AI is stronger in
tolerance to distortion than human beings on average, while
weaker at generalization and stability. It is also implied in the
experiments that existing IQA methods are not effective enough
at judging the semantic distortion.
Index Terms—image quality assessment, image semantic analysis, image recognition, surveillance scenario

I. I NTRODUCTION
Artificial intelligence (AI) is rapidly developing as substitutes for human in areas such as classification, recognition
and categorization. Such high-level semantic tasks enable automatic analysis of large amounts of image/video data, which
extraordinarily enhances efficiency and effectiveness. While
developing these analysis methods, Image Quality Assessment
(IQA) metrics that simulate human judgments are widely used
for evaluation or guidance. However, inconsistency between
human judgments and AI can influence the performance of
these methods, such as haze removal [1]. Therefore, one
significant problem is to understand how human and AI
perceive semantic distortion differently.
Previous subjective quality datasets like LIVE, TID2013,
CSIQ, BAPPS generally focus on low-level quality judgments
such as Mean Opinion Score (MOS) [2]–[4], Two Alternative
Forced Choice (2AFC) or Just Noticeable Differences (JND)
[5]. However, low correlations between low-level perceptual
tasks and high-level semantic tasks have been demonstrated
on the BAPPS database [5]. Few databases are available yet
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to provide data on human perception in high-level recognition
tasks, which is essential to the problem.
In this paper, we establish the Semantic Database (SID)
to lay the foundation for investigating the perceptual differences between human and AI. Since human judgments are
highly context-dependent [5], we build the database based
on the surveillance scenarios so we can narrow down the
distribution of semantic information to specific targets, and
link semantic distortion to the accuracy of the corresponding
high-level recognition task. Surveillance cameras deployed in
public places like airports, college campuses or office buildings
provide huge amounts of video data for identity authentication
or suspicious activity detection. Since the position of the
camera is fixed and the background remains unchanged, it
is generally assumed that the majority of visual semantic
information lies in the high-value targets in the foreground.
Face, license plate, pedestrian are the most important targets, so we include a subset for each of them in the database.
As one of the most reliable and accessible biometric features,
face is significant for identity authentication concerning military, finance, and public security. Previous works [6]–[13]
have boosted accuracy to above 99% on the most popular
benchmark Labeled Faces in the Wild, surpassing average
human accuracy of 97.53% [14]. License Plate Detection
[15]–[19] and Recognition [20]–[24] have various applications
in public security, traffic safety and commercial scenarios.
Person re-identification [25]–[28] is another fundamental task
in the automated video surveillance system, which is aimed
at establishing consistent labeling across multiple cameras to
recover disconnected or lost tracks.
We then apply three types of distortions in the database:
Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) compression, Better
Portable Graphics (BPG) compression and motion blur. During
video shooting, transmission or storage, semantic information
in the video data are prone to degradation due to limitations of
resolution or exposure time, transmission errors and compression. JPEG compression is the most widely-used compression
format, and BPG compression is included as a representative
of the High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) standard. Motion Blur occurs when objects in the image changes during the
recording of a single exposure due to rapid movement, such
as vehicles driven at high speed.
Based on the proposed database, we conduct experiments
to seek insight into differences in the perception of semantic

distortion between human and AI. It is demonstrated in the
experiments that models have a remarkable advantage over human when high distortions are involved. However, models are
unstable when distortion is alleviated, which means they could
produce correct results for severe distortions but sometimes not
for the less severe. We also show that IQA metrics could not
reliably and efficiently measure the influence of distortions for
the aforementioned high-level recognition tasks.
In Section II, we describe the details of building the
Semantic Database. In Section III, we compare the perception
of semantic distortion between human and state-of-art models
and evaluate the performance of existing IQA methods. In
Section IV, we summarize the paper and inspirations for future
work.
II. S EMANTIC DATABASE
This section introduces the subjective experiment methods
of the semantic database. In order to measure the perceptual
differences between human and AI, we build SID which includes 100 reference face, pedestrian and license plate images,
respectively. The database will be published for future research
on semantic distortion.
A. Selection of Images
The semantic database SID contains three subsets: face,
pedestrian and license plate image set, each with 100 reference
images. Reference images for the face are collected from
LFW [14], and from Market-1501 [29] for the pedestrian. Two
images from the same identity are respectively used as the test
and template image as shown in Fig.1. Differently, license
plate images are selected from the Internet and the database
is built by ourselves.
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Fig. 1: Examples of test and template images in the face and
pedestrian subset. (a) Face template image. (b) Face test image.
(c) Pedestrian template image. (d) Pedestrian test image.

B. Distortion Processing
Recognition of the image content by human subjects is
disturbed when distortions are introduced. To imitate this
situation, three kinds of distortion are involved in the database,
including JPEG compression, BPG compression and motion
blur. JPEG is the most common compression method and BPG
can be regarded as a representative of the HEVC standard.
Both of them are chosen to simulate the artifacts induced
by compression. Motion blur is generated while there exists
relative motion between the camera and the object during
shooting. Since objects in the scene are usually moving when
photographing license plate or pedestrian images, motion blur
is introduced to simulate motion in real scenarios.
To investigate the relationship between distortion level and
recognition accuracy, the distortion parameters of 20 distortion
levels are carefully chosen as listed in Table I. The parameters
are capable of covering a quality range that corresponds to a
wide span of recognition accuracy. Image quality touches the
bottom when QP value equals 51 or quality parameter equals
1. However, there is no boundary for the maximum kernel size
of motion blur. Preliminary tests are conducted first to decide
the boundary of the kernel size at which subjects can hardly
recognize the content correctly.
C. Subjective Test Methods
During the subjective experiment, the subject is asked to
look at the distorted images and choose if he can recognize.
As shown in Fig.2, the answers can be divided into three
categories: cannot recognize, can recognize but wrong, can
recognize and right. Specifically, each subject can only see one
specific distortion type for each reference image since human
beings have memories. Otherwise, the subject can recognize
the content in the image even if it is blurry once he has seen
the clear version before, which violates the principle of the
experiment.
For the face subset, images pairs are manually divided
into 10 groups by appearance similarity: sports women, long
brown hair woman, long blonde hair women, short brown hair
women, short blonde hair women, sports men, black men, bald
man, brown hair men, and blonde hair men. Such grouping
is performed to enforce recognition from facial features rather
than gender, hairstyle or complexion. Similarly, the pedestrian
subset is divided into eight groups according to colors. As
for the license plate subset, subjects need to recognize the
entire license plate number sequence, including provincial
abbreviation, numbers and letters.

TABLE I: Distortion parameters of 20 distortion levels for different distortion types (Ref means the reference image)
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beings and deep learning models. Finally, evaluation of some
objective image quality assessment metrics is performed on
the semantic database to see whether they are suitable for
measuring semantic distortion.
A. Outlier Removal
Before the subjective experiment, there were originally 110
reference images in each subset to leave a margin for weird
samples. Images too hard to recognize even clear or too easy to
recognize even distorted are removed to ensure the usability of
the semantic database, finally remaining 100 reference images
in each subset. Then, subjects with comparatively low accuracy
for reference images are also excluded. 60 subjects remain
valid after removal.

Fig. 2: Graphical interface of our experiment for face recognition.

B. Variations and Consistency among Subjects
Recognition accuracy of an image is computed by averaging
results of valid subjects. The increase of distortion is expected
to have a loss of accuracy by the human being. According to
Fig.3, the recognition accuracy only starts to drop dramatically
when QP is greater than 35 and when quality is smaller than
15. Contrastly, for motion blur the decline of the accuracy is
much smoother but starts at a slight degree.
Average of the accuracy at each distortion level reflects
the consistency of subjects when identifying the images,
while maximum and minimum of the accuracy indicate the
discrepancy among them. To better illustrate the differences,
we draw the histogram for each subset and distortion type.
First, for each image, the distortion level at which the subject
begins to recognize correctly is recorded and addressed as the
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62 non-expert subjects aged from 21 to 49 take part in our
experiment. All participants pass the visual acuity and color
vision (Ishihara charts). In the formal test, every subject is
presented with three subsets including 300 image groups in a
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of the same reference image at 20 levels.
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Fig. 3: Subjective recognition accuracy and threshold histograms for different distortions and subsets. (a-c) (g-i) (m-o): Average,
maximum and minimum subjective recognition accuracy. (d-f) (j-l) (p-r): Histograms of subjective recognition threshold

subjective recognition threshold. Then, average thresholds of
each person for each subset and distortion type are calculated.
Finally, histograms for average recognition thresholds of valid
subjects are obtained. Some conclusions can be drawn from
the histograms. Human can recognize clear images correctly,
however, tolerance for distortion varies from subject to subject
when distortion is introduced. The recognition threshold distribution in the histograms approximate to Gaussian distribution,
with data mainly centralizing on moderate distortion levels. A
few subjects can recognize correctly even if the distortion is
severe, or cannot recognize until the images are clear.
C. Differences between Human and Deep Learning Models
In recent years, artificial intelligence shows extraordinary
ability in image recognition, generation, etc. But can artificial
intelligence really surpass human or what are the differences
between humans and models? We investigate the question
based on the proposed database.
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D. Performance Evaluation of IQA Metrics
In a sense, recognition accuracy is similar to image quality
as they are both high for reference images and low for distorted
images. As a result, we evaluate some well-known objective
image quality assessment metrics with Linear Correlation
Coefficient (LCC) and Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient
(SROCC) on our database. Higher coefficient means a better
correlation with subjective quality judgment.
The performance evaluation shown in Table II demonstrates
that existing metrics achieve better results on the pedestrian
subset, while seemingly not very effective for license plates. A
metric suitable for evaluation should at least yield correlation
coefficients higher than 0.9 [31]. However, we can learn from
the table that current IQA metrics are not appropriate to predict
the recognition accuracy of distorted images and it is possible
to propose a specific metric for measuring semantic distortion.
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the license plate image database is self-built so the CNN model
may have difficulty with generalization problems. Another
potential weakness of these models is instability. As the distortion increases, the accuracy of models fluctuates occasionally,
whereas the accuracy of subjects decreases steadily.
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Fig. 4: Average recognition accuracy of humans and models
For each recognition task, we choose a state-of-art model
as the representative of AI, namely FaceNet [8], HyperLPR
[23] and Deep Person Re-Id [30]. The average recognition
accuracies for subjects and models are presented in Fig.4. We
can see that for face recognition and person re-identification,
deep neural networks surpass human by a large margin when
the distortion is severe and for license plate recognition, the
superiority is smaller. It means neural networks can better
deal with images with bad quality and give the right answer.
Furthermore, the drop points of models usually lag behind
those of subjects, which indicates neural networks have more
tolerance to image distortion. Also, as learned from subplots
for motion blur, neural networks are better at deconvolution
than human beings.
In Fig.4, the average accuracy of model for reference license
plates is lower than human. It can be explained that face
and pedestrian images are chosen from large public datasets
serving identification tasks so the state-of-art models have
already achieved high accuracies on these images. However,

IV. C ONCLUSION
At an attempt to study how human and AI perceive semantic distortion differently, we picked 3 specific targets
(face, pedestrian, license plate) and 3 distortion types (JPEG
compression, BPG compression, motion blur) based on the
surveillance scenario, and measure the semantic distortion
with the accuracy of corresponding recognition tasks. We then
propose the Semantic Database by collecting the subjective
recognition accuracy data. Results show that AIs have a
remarkable advantage over human against high distortion,
while for low distortion the situations differ from task to task.
It is also indicated that current IQA methods are incapable of
evaluating quality from the semantic perspective. Variations
among human participants and weaknesses of AI such as
instability and generalization ability are also discussed.
In the future, the effect of different distortion including compression artifacts, additive noise like rain, haze and adversarial
examples would be a key point. For compression artifacts,
artificial intelligence is a notch above human. However, it may
be a totally different situation for adversarial examples. Since
these images are generated to fool machine learning systems,
human can easily recognize them but AI fails. Meanwhile, it
is urgent to put forward a new metric to measure the semantic
distortion for intelligent equipment.
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